Abstract – This work shows the development of a tool useful in the characterization of intestinal noises (INN), this with the aim to identify certain pathologies of the digestive system in the nearby future. The proposed system has 8 audio transducers (7 for reception from INN and 1 for environmental noises (ENN). Signals are detected through a circuit that conditions them and then they are digitalized, filtered (eliminating ENN), compacted and finally stored for its further analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human body owns a complex net of communication which efficiently connect all internal systems as well as sends signals outside of it, to show the correct or incorrect function of those systems or even to prevent problems related to them. The body sends different kind of signals that can be detected by touch, smell, sight, sound and even taste. Occasionally these signals are hard to detect or quantify during a routine examination, then, special equipment designed for this purpose must be used. The INN as any other signals coming out from the body, carry information about how healthy is that patient. Such information is very important because it may be used for the diagnosis and prevention of illnesses.

Therefore there is a great interest on developing a prototype, which allows a deeper study in this field. At the "Laboratory for Medical Instrumentation in Cancerology" from Alexis Vautrin Centre, several prototypes have been tested. They were focused in the acquisition of INN [1]-[6], and they result in useful experiences for developing this acquisition system. Those works give up the following characteristics of INN:

- Intestinal noises are of variable frequency. Which ranges between 100 Hz and 1200 Hz.
- Their outcome frequency is variable during the measuring sessions.
- The amplitude of the signal is variable.
- Intensity of signals change depending on the localization of sensor at abdomen.

Also in those previous works there were established the main problems to be solved concerning the data acquisition and storing of information.

Now, with this characteristics and problems in evidence, a system which allows a depurated registration and a more efficient storing of INN was designed and developed.

II. METHODOLOGY

The system developed for data acquisition and storage of INN works based on: 8 audio channels, 7 of them are used to get the INN and the eighth one is used to get ENN.

The seven channels used to get INN, allow mathematic analysis of the captured signals for its further analysis, in order to identify patterns on this signals. The eight channel will allow getting the ENN signal to establish the correlation between both signals. This is to create the algorithm that will allow the elimination of noises present on the other seven channels, which are dedicated to get INN.

This system will be capable to store the seven channels of INN due to an algorithm of data compression and the information on the ENN channel will suppress the ENN that has been added to the acquired signal of INN.

2.1 The electronic circuit

The transducer (T) used was an electret’s microphone, from Philips, mod. SBC ME600. coupled by air. The coupler (C) was made of extra soft silicon of low viscosity, with the form shown in fig. 1.
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Then it was carried out the analysis of the response from the microphone installed inside the coupler, verifying the possibility of resonant frequencies due to the cavity inside the coupler, as well as the deformation of the microphone's response.

Once the signal is detected, it must be conditioned (rearranged) for its later acquisition through a data acquisition card. The conditioning circuit has a preamplifier (PA), a bandpass filter (BPF) and an output regulated amplifier (A V/G).

The bandpass filter is a 2nd order Butherworth filter, which was designed with a bandwidth of 70 Hz to 1200 Hz, this will eliminate the electromagnetic noise signals and will limit the maximum input frequency disabling aliasing effect [10].

Sampling frequency selected for each channel was of 4096 samples/sec each, with a resolution of 12 bits. Complete circuit [11] has eight detection and conditioning lines and a data acquisition card such as in fig. 2.

2.2 Acquisition program: the filtered algorithm and data compression

For processing biological signals, the adaptive filtering methods are useful for eliminating noise of those signals [12], [13]. Fig. 3 shows the general model of an adaptive filter for noise elimination [14].

With this system, we can represent the INN+ENN (primary entrance) as well as s(nT)+n0(nT). The ENN is additive and is considered not to be correlated to primary signals. A second input n1(nT) feeds the filter and produces an output ζ(nT) which is a very close estimation of n0(nT). Noise n1(nT) shows an unknown correlation to n0(nT).

Output ζ(nT) is subtracted from primary input, generating an output y(nT). This output signal is known as error ε(nT) which is used to adjust the coefficients from adaptive filter \{w(1,...,p)\}. The parameters of filter were determined in base to the papers of M. Schabowski [6].
The method used to compress data acquisition is based on the Method of Adaptive Sampling 2nd Order [15]. The algorithm developed shows only a small variation towards the original method with which it is possible to know the time elapsed at any point of registration since the INN began.

### 2.3 Positioning of sensors at the abdomen of patient

To fix sensors over patient’s abdomen a Tegaderm 6 cm X 6 cm adhesive tape from 3M was used. Such transparent adhesive tape is waterproof but allows gas exchange and allows perspiration from patients skin. Some choices for positioning sensors at patient’s abdomen are shown in fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Choices of how to position 3 transducers for INN detection and 1 transducer for ENN detection.

### 2.4 The INN analysis software

Once the acquired signals have been stored, they can be visualized under to observation methods: normal view, which allows visualizing intervals in 4 seconds and zoom view which allows visualizing 4 seconds in 30 intervals each at $125 \times 10^{-3}$ sec.

### III. RESULTS

Once the system was finished, was detected that the adaptive filtering requires a type of processing which does not allow reliable data acquisition from the 8 audio channels, therefore the reduction to 4 channels (3 for INN and 1 for ENN).

After the system started, several measurements were made from a 25 year old healthy male. Figure 8 shows one of the INN acquired during one of the recording sessions.

The signal captured has a bandwidth of 100 Hz to 1000 Hz, but this signal presents still ENN, this is because the filter window is too small and does not allow a good tuning of the filter with which a cancellation of environmental noises might take place. The fig. 5 shows an example of an INN captured.

Satisfactory results were given by compression algorithm. Efficiency of this algorithm varies depending on the amount of noises coming from system (INN + ENN). This is the reason why a better filter is required to cancel environmental noise and to avoid saving unnecessary information.

The coupler gave satisfactory results as well. There are no significant changes on the detected signals. The tape used for fixing it was excellent for that it keep the sensor at the patients stomach for more than 5 hours.
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Fig. 5. (a) Example of an INN captured in one session, (b) Captured signal FFT.

### IV. CONCLUSION

Analysis of INN has future on the diagnosis field. Verifying the state of art no similar studies of projects were found. Studying the signals acquired in detail, important information could be found for example in the topography of the signal, its intensity, its spectral density and the periodicity in which the signal appears among others.

Possible applications of the INN monitoring:
- Detect intestinal mobility after abdominal surgery.
- Detect intestinal occlusion.
- Evaluate functionality of quirurgical implantations.
- Determine mobility of an internal organ.
- Determine problems in the intestinal mobility.
- Evaluate possible changes in intestinal mobility due to the use of drugs.
• Detect some pathology related to the state of intestines.

In this work it was revealed that in order to work in suggested applications, it is necessary to modify the system as follows:

• The positioning of the sensors over the patient is something to be still investigated. An ideal position of the microphones for getting the signal of INN is to be found. While another position where the noise cancellation is optimized has to be found for the ENN sensor.

• A more efficient algorithm for noise reduction must be found and must have above all a smaller amount of operations so that it could be use in real time.

• Sampling frequency is expected to be reduced down to 2048 samples/sec, with which the number of operations will be reduced to half and there for also the space needed for storing the signals.

Concluding, due to there are no other previous works in this area than the mentioned above, it is necessary to develop more studies related to de Intestinal noises acquisition system before definitive conclusions are made. The developed system in this work, allows a long term recording with certain amount of environmental noise but it could be minimized as soon as the filtering algorithm might be optimized. Sampling frequency could also be lowered when the real bandwidth for INN were determined. When this is achieved, reliable measurements for analysis and for determination of INN parameters will be made.
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